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SKLZ REACTIVE CATCH 94955

The Reactive Catch helps athletes improve reaction time and rapid decision-making by combining mental and physical training. With included
online exclusive programming and content designed by certified trainers, athletes can take training to the next level. The trainer helps develop
hand-eye coordination and the athlete’s ability to read and react by engaging their brain and body during training to develop Athletic Intelligence
and increase performance in game-day situations.

• Improves reaction time and rapid decision making by combining mental and physical training
• Includes online exclusive programming and content designed by certified trainers
• Develops Athletic Intelligence™ by increasing hand-eye coordination and the ability to read and react
• Use for pregame warmup and game-like scenarios in solo or team training
• Athletes of all skill levels can use to train the brain and body to be ready for almost any sport
• Three-pointed design features rounded ends and center for more ergonomic catching and throwing
• Simple and fun to use, toss in the air and call out a color to catch
• Athletic Intelligence products are designed to develop specific skill sets and can be combined in drills to customize training
• For more versatile training use with the SwitchedOn training app

SwitchedOn is a Perceptual-Cognitive-Motor (PCM) training app that provides randomized visual and/or audio cues to help competitive athletes
take their physical training to the next level by keeping their brain SwitchedOn. Within the SwitchedOn app, the SKLZ-specific zone lets athletes
choose the SKLZ Athletic Intelligence products they own and their preferred sport. SwitchedOn will then provide the athlete with specific,
customizable reactive agility drills featuring their SKLZ products.
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